“Several children die every year in Israel after being forgotten in cars. Between 2008 and 2013, the media reported 205 children were forgotten in cars.”

(HAARETZ, 28.5.15)

KidKeeper provides an innovative solution.

While dropping off the child in the kindergarten, the parent notifies KidKeeper. KidKeeper detects when a child does not arrive at the kindergarten, and alerts the parent of a possible danger – the child might be left in the car.

KidKeeper provides a website that presents real-time statistics about children that did not arrive to kindergarten due to illness. Researchers can use the gathered data for early detection of disease spread.

KidKeeper alerts the parents via an app or a SMS if it detects that a child is possibly left in the car.

The teacher cannot always remember each person that might pick up your child, but KidKeeper can – it authenticates the person that collects the child.

Additional features:
- Multilingual
- Teacher messages
- Control the app schedule via calendar
- Geographical statistics data
- Connect with your Facebook
- Tutorial included
- Cloud synchronization

Cannot pick up your child today? Give someone else the permission to temporarily (or permanently) pick up your child.
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